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Abstract

The $^{11}$B/$^{10}$B ratio in calcite and aragonite is an important proxy of oceanic water pH. However, the physico-chemical mechanisms underpinning this approach are still poorly known. In the present study, we theoretically determine the equilibrium isotopic fractionation properties of structural boron species in calcium carbonates, BO$_3^{3-}$, BO$_2$(OH)$_2^{-}$ and B(OH)$_4^{-}$ anions substituted for carbonate groups, as well as those of B(OH)$_4^{-}$ and B(OH)$_3$ species in vacuum. Significant variability of equilibrium isotopic fractionation properties is observed among these structural species which is related to their contrasted coordination state, B-O bond lengths and atomic-scale environment. The isotopic composition of structural boron does not only depend on its coordination number but also on its medium range environment, i.e. farther than its first coordination shell. The isotopic fractionation between aqueous species and their counterparts in vacuum are assessed using previous investigations based on similar quantum-mechanical modeling approaches. At 300K, the equilibrium isotope composition of structural trigonal species is 7 to 15‰ lighter than that of aqueous boric acid molecules, whereas substituted tetrahedral borate ions are heavier than their aqueous counterparts by 10 to 13‰. Although significant uncertainties are known to affect the theoretical prediction of fractionation factors between solids and solutions, the usually assumed lack of isotopic fractionation during borate incorporation in carbonates is challenged by these theoretical results. The present theoretical equilibrium fractionation factors between structural boron and aqueous species differ from those inferred from experiments which may indicate that isotopic equilibrium, unlike chemical equilibrium, was not reached in most experiments. Further research into the isotopic fractionation processes at the interface between calcium carbonates and
aqueous solution as well as long duration experiments aimed at investigating the kinetics of equilibration of boron environment and isotopic composition are therefore required to refine our understanding of boron coprecipitation in carbonates and thus the theory behind the use of boron isotopes as an ocean pH proxy.
1. INTRODUCTION

The isotopic composition of boron ($^{11}$B/$^{10}$B ratio) in biogenic calcium carbonates is a key proxy of seawater pH which in turn depends on the secular variations of atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations (Vengosh et al., 1991; Hemming and Hanson, 1992; Spivack et al., 1993). A major assumption sustaining this approach is that only one species, the tetrahedral borate ion, B(OH)$_4^-$, is incorporated in the crystal without isotopic fractionation during its growth from aqueous solution whereas isotopically heavier trigonal boric acid molecules, B(OH)$_3$, are not incorporated. Accordingly, the isotopic composition of carbonates should simply be controlled by the pH-dependent borate/boric acid ratio of the solution (Hemming and Hanson, 1992).

Aragonite samples obtained from inorganic precipitation experiments at low supersaturation conditions (Noireaux et al. 2015) fit with this model. Their isotopic composition reflects that of aqueous borate, and boron in the solid phase predominantly occurs in a tetrahedral environment. In contrast, biogenic or inorganic natural aragonite samples may present significant departure from the model (e.g., Stewart et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017). Concerning calcite, the samples often display a significant proportion of trigonal boron (Sen et al., 1994; Klochko et al., 2009; Branson et al., 2015; Mavromatis et al., 2015). Their isotopic composition and the observed boron speciation can be reconciled through a mechanism involving a recooordination of the borate ion from tetrahedral to trigonal coordination in the surface layer of growing carbonate crystals, leaving unaffected its boron isotopic composition (Hemming and Hanson, 1992; Hemming et al., 1998; Branson et al., 2015). Fixation of boron on specific sites of the calcite surface and associated non-equilibrium processes have been revealed by several studies (Hemming et al., 1998; Hobbs and Reardon, 1999; Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2012). A
dependence of boron incorporation on the calcite growth rate has also been pointed out (Gabitov et al., 2014; Mavromatis et al., 2015, Noireaux et al., 2015, Uchikawa et al., 2015; Kaczmarek et al., 2016) suggesting that this process could be described using the growth entrapment model (Watson, 2004) or the more recently proposed surface-kinetic model (DePaolo, 2011). However, these parameterized models do not perfectly account for the complex mechanisms of trace element incorporation in carbonates (Mavromatis et al., 2013; Watkins et al., 2017). Heavier than expected isotopic compositions of some samples also suggested incorporation of heavier boric acid molecules (Noireaux et al., 2015). Their incorporation likely involves a modification of the coordination sphere of boron to comply with electrostatic charge balance requirements (Hemming and Hanson, 1992; Uchikawa et al., 2015).

In the current models of boron incorporation in carbonates, isotopic fractionation between aqueous and structural boron species is usually assumed to be negligible, mostly because of the lack of available quantitative data. However, earlier measurements on boron species adsorbed on humic acids and oxide minerals (Lemarchand et al., 2005, 2007) as well as calculations on molecular species of boron (Liu and Tossell, 2005; Tossell, 2005, 2006) suggested potential fractionation effects related to distortions of the first coordination shell of boron. Recently, atomic-scale models of BO$_2$(OH)$_2^-$ and B(OH)$_4^-$ anions substituted for carbonate groups have been shown to be consistent with NMR spectroscopic observations of trigonal and tetrahedral environments, respectively, confirming initial assumptions and shedding light on the most common speciation of boron in synthetic and natural calcium carbonates (Balan et al., 2016). In addition, quantum mechanical calculations can now be used to compute theoretical equilibrium isotopic fractionation factors in a predictive way, i.e. without introducing parameters adjusted on experiments (e.g. Rustad, 2016; Blanchard et al.,
These approaches can provide important insights in the equilibrium configuration and isotopic fractionation properties of the molecular species incorporated at trace concentration levels in minerals, such as CO₂ in pedogenic oxides (Rustad and Zarzycki, 2008). They have been also used to determine the isotopic fractionation factors between aqueous boron species (Liu and Tossell, 2005; Rustad and Bylaska 2007; Rustad et al. 2010; Kowalski et al. 2013). Based on this modeling strategy and the previous theoretical studies of aqueous boron species, it is possible to determine the theoretical equilibrium isotopic fractionation factors between structural boron species and their aqueous counterparts, providing a theoretical basis to discuss potential isotopic fractionation effects during the incorporation of boron in inorganic calcium carbonates.

2. METHODS

The investigated models of boron-bearing calcium carbonates (Balan et al., 2016) are based on 2x2x2 super-cells of calcite (rhombohedral cell, 80 atoms) and aragonite (160 atoms). Benchmark calculations have also been performed on borate ion and boric acid in vacuum, here referred to as isolated boron species. To this purpose, a single molecule was inserted in a large cubic box with cell parameter a=15.87 Å as in, e.g., Kowalski et al. (2013). For the borate ion, the electrostatic charge balance was ensured by a counter-charge homogeneously spread over the cell.

The theoretical properties of structural and isolated boron species were investigated within the density functional theory (DFT) framework, using periodic boundary conditions and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to the exchange-correlation functional as proposed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE;
Perdew et al., 1996). Calculations were performed using the QUANTUM ESPRESSO package (Giannozzi et al., 2009; http://www.quantum-espresso.org). The same pseudopotentials and numerical parameters as in Balan et al. (2016) were used. The ionic cores were described by ultra-soft pseudopotentials from the GBRV library (Garrity et al., 2014). The electronic wave-functions and charge density were expanded using a finite basis sets of plane-waves with 40 and 200 Ry cutoffs, respectively, corresponding to a convergence of the total energy better than 1 mRy/atom. Structural relaxations have been performed using a 10^4 Rydberg per atomic unit convergence parameter for the forces on atoms.

Standard equilibrium isotopic fractionation is closely related to the change of vibrational energy levels induced by the isotopic mass variation. These temperature-dependent equilibrium properties of a system can be discussed in terms of reduced partition function ratios (RPFRs, "β-factors"), i.e. isotopic fractionation factors determined between the quantum system of interest and an ideal reference system whose behavior would be solely described by the laws of classical mechanics (Bigeleisen and Mayer, 1947; Richet et al., 1977). The isotopic fractionation coefficient between two substances a and b, referred to as α(a,b), is related to the RPFRs by:

$$\ln \alpha(a,b) = \ln \beta(a) - \ln \beta(b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Although not directly accessible by experiments, the RPFRs of a given system can be computed from the harmonic vibrational frequencies using the expressions previously given by, e.g., Schauble et al. (2006) and Méheut et al. (2007):

$$\beta = \left[ \prod_{q=1}^{N} \prod_{i=1}^{N_q} \frac{\nu_{q,i}^{\prime}}{\nu_{q,i}} \times e^{-\frac{\nu_{q,i}^{\prime}}{kT}} \times 1 - e^{-\frac{\nu_{q,i}}{kT}} \right]^{\frac{1}{N_q}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
where $\nu_{q,i}$ and $\nu_{q,i}^*$ are the frequency of the vibrational mode defined by indexes $i$ and wavevector $q$ for the two isotopically distinct systems, $N$ the total number of atoms per unit cell, $n$ the number of isotopically exchanged sites (1 in the present study), $\hbar$ the Planck constant, $k$ the Boltzmann constant, $T$ the temperature. The equation (2) uses the Teller-Redlich rule which ensures that a classical behavior of the system corresponding to vanishing isotopic fractionation, is retrieved at high temperature. Only raw harmonic frequencies obtained using the linear response theory (Baroni et al., 2001) were used to compute the RPFRs using Eq. (2) as recommended by Liu et al. (2010). In periodic crystal structures, the dependence of vibrational frequencies on phonon wave-vectors is related to the collective vibrational displacements of atoms belonging to different crystal cells. As the present study only considers isolated molecular species in vacuum or chemical defects in large super-cells, the harmonic frequencies were only calculated at the Brillouin zone center ($\Gamma$ point). In addition, the localized mode approximation (Balan et al., 2014) was used for the structural species in crystalline hosts by restricting the computation to the dynamical matrix coefficients involving a displacement of the B, O and H atoms belonging to the molecular anionic boron species. Compared with a full calculation on the tetragonal borate in calcite, RPFRs differ by less than 0.3 ‰ at 300K. Note that this approximation requires that atoms not belonging to the molecular anionic cluster do not contribute to the eigenvectors of the partial dynamical matrices (a condition that can be ensured by setting their atomic mass to a very large value), otherwise more erratic results can be obtained as observed by Dupuis et al. (2015).

3. RESULTS
In the isolated molecules, the relaxed B-O bond lengths are 1.378 Å and 1.495 Å for B(OH)$_3$ and B(OH)$_4^-$, respectively (Table 1). Corresponding harmonic frequencies (Table S1) compare well with those previously computed using the GGA PBE (Rustad et al., 2010) and BLYP functionals (Zeebe, 2005; Kowalski et al., 2013) (Fig. S1). For tetrahedral borate, the sensitivity of vibrational frequencies to isotopic substitution (Figure 1, Table S1) decreases in the order: anti-symmetric B-O stretching modes (810-960 cm$^{-1}$ range), B-O-H bending modes (960-1180 cm$^{-1}$) and O-B-O bending modes (450-490 cm$^{-1}$). For the boric acid molecule, the mass-sensitivity is restricted to the anti-symmetric B-O stretching modes (1400-1450 cm$^{-1}$) and the out-of-plane symmetric O-B-O bending (640-670 cm$^{-1}$). At 300 K, the fractionation factor between isolated species ($\alpha_{34}=1.0387$; Table 2) is slightly higher than that obtained in the previous studies and falls in the upper range of the DFT values computed by Rustad et al. (2010) ($\alpha_{34}=1.036 - 1.040$).

Seven of the atomic-scale models of boron-bearing carbonates of Balan et al. (2016) have been investigated (Table 1). Comparison with available NMR data (Sen et al., 1994; Klochko et al., 2009; Rollion-Bard et al., 2011; Mavromatis et al., 2015) has shown that these models correspond to the most plausible environment of boron in calcite and aragonite. For trigonal boron, the two BO$_3^{3-}$ models and the three lattice-neutral BO$_2$(OH)$_2^2$ models have been considered. In aragonite, the two BO$_2$(OH)$_2^2$ models (Table 1) correspond to the protonation of one of the two symmetrically non-equivalent oxygen belonging to the trigonal boron group (Balan et al., 2016). As for the isolated borate ion, the electrostatic compensation of the two B(OH)$_4^-$ and two BO$_3^{3-}$ models (Table 1) is ensured by a counter-charge homogeneously spread over the system. The partially protonated tetrahedral BO(OH)$_3^{2-}$ species modeled in Balan et al. (2016) were
not considered in the present study because their distortion is not consistent with experimental NMR observations (Sen et al., 1994).

The interaction of structural borate ions with the crystal host leads to structural distortions (Table 1) and produce a more complex vibrational pattern than that of isolated B(OH)₄⁻ ions (Fig. 1, Table S2). Vibrational modes contributing to the isotopic fractionation display higher frequencies, leading to a higher RPFR for calcite and aragonite. The structural B(OH)₄⁻ ions display slightly different equilibrium isotopic fractionation properties in these two structures. A ¹¹B enrichment of 2.6 ‰ in calcite with respect to aragonite is observed (Fig. 2). These observations are consistent with the fact that the similar average B-O lengths observed in the two crystal structures (1.48 Å) are shorter than the B-O length of the isolated borate (1.495 Å, Table 1).

In the BO₃³⁻ species, the isotopic fractionation is mostly related to the ν₃ (antisymmetric B-O stretching in the range 1215-1311 cm⁻¹) and ν₂ (out-of-plane motion of B atom in the range 726-753 cm⁻¹) modes (Fig. 1, Table S3). In the less symmetric BO₂(OH)²⁻ environment, the ν₃ modes are split and make the strongest contribution to the fractionation, whereas additional contributions involving O-B-O bending modes are observed. Compared with the tetragonal species, a greater variability is observed among RPFRs of the trigonal BO₂(OH)²⁻ and BO₃³⁻ species (Fig. 2). As expected from their shorter average B-O length (Table 1), trigonal species display higher RPFRs than tetrahedral ones, indicating a preferential enrichment in ¹¹B. Among the seven structural models, the highest RPFR is observed for BO₃³⁻ groups in aragonite which display the shortest average B-O bond length (1.382 Å). Their RPFR is however still lower than that computed for the isolated boric acid molecule, which displays even shorter B-O bonds (1.378 Å, Table 1). Overall, a correlation is observed on logarithmic plots between the RPFRs and average B-O bond length, the shorter bond lengths leading to higher RPFRs
(Figure 3). Similar correlations have been reported at high temperature for boron species by Kowalski et al. (2013) and for Si isotopes by Méheut and Schauble (2014).

The structural boron species thus display significant equilibrium isotopic fractionation with respect to isolated B(OH)$_3$ and B(OH)$_4^-$ in vacuum. At 300K, structural borates are enriched in $^{11}$B by 10.8 to 13.4 ‰ with respect to the isolated borate ions; whereas structural trigonal species are lighter than isolated boric acid molecules by 11.5 ‰ to 18.8 ‰. In the case of fully protonated borate ions, the specific mechanism of charge compensation (coupled substitution vs. homogeneous electrostatic background) only has a moderate effect on the defect geometry (Balan et al., 2016). To further document the sensitivity of structural borate ions to their local environment, the RPFR of models in which the charge compensation of the B(OH)$_4^-$ for CO$_3^{2-}$ substitution is locally ensured by a Na$^+$ for Ca$^{2+}$ substitution have been computed (Fig. 4). Although close to the results obtained on the two models compensated by a homogeneous electrostatic counter-charge, a variability of the RPFRs reaching 1.7 ‰ in aragonite and 3.7 ‰ in calcite is observed depending on the specific location of the Na ion in the crystal structure (Fig. 5). It is noteworthy that the properties of the homogeneously compensated models plot within the range covered by locally compensated models, sustaining the use of a homogeneous electrostatic background to investigate the properties of structural defects displaying an electrostatic charge imbalance.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Uncertainties in the theoretical prediction of isotopic fractionation properties of solid phases and isolated molecules
As discussed by, e.g., Schauble et al. (2006), Méheut et al. (2007) or Dupuis et al. (2015), the various approximations used in the modeling strategy may affect the theoretical isotopic fractionation properties. Most of these approximations, such as those related to the specific exchange-correlation functional and type of basis sets chosen to compute the total energy and electronic structure of the systems, lead to systematic errors that mostly cancel when comparing RPFR obtained at the same theoretical level. The neglect of chemical bond anharmonicity is also usually considered as a source of systematic error (Méheut et al. 2007) but in the present case it could differently affect the RPFR values of trigonal and tetrahedral boron species. As a full anharmonic treatment of large systems at a first-principles theoretical level is not feasible using current computational capacities, the potential contribution of anharmonicity to observed fractionation factors is difficult to assess. Useful information can be obtained by comparing available experimental data to the theoretical harmonic frequencies of reference systems displaying trigonal or tetrahedral boron species: isolated boric acid molecule (B(OH)$_3$) and two solid phases, takedaite (Ca$_3$B$_2$O$_6$) and teepleite (Na$_2$B(OH)$_4$Cl). This comparison (Figure S2) indicates that the theoretical frequencies underestimate the experimental ones by ~2%, which is well consistent with other modeling studies using the PBE functional (e.g. Schauble et al., 2006) and should translate to a similar variation of the fractionation factors expressed in ‰ (Méheut et al., 2009). The comparison does not reveal any significant difference in the quality of the harmonic treatment for the various reference systems, which indicates that anharmonicity can actually be considered as a systematic effect in the present study. This should be particularly true when the properties of the same species occurring in different phases, e.g. B(OH)$_4^-$ in vacuum or in crystalline structures, are compared. For
this reason, it is reasonable to consider that the relative uncertainty related to the theoretical fractionation factors observed between solid phases and molecules in vacuum does not exceed a few percents. Actually, the major source of uncertainty of the present approach lies in the models of the boron bearing carbonates. Although the search for minimal energy configurations and the comparison with available NMR data sustain their relevance as the most probable geometric configurations of structural boron species (Balan et al. 2016), vibrational spectroscopic data, such as those recently obtained for structural sulfate in calcite (Balan et al. 2017), would be an important but still lacking information on the local environment of borate in calcium carbonates.

4.2 Effect of solvation on the reduced partition function ratio of aqueous boron species

A major difficulty in the theoretical study of isotopic equilibrium between solids and solution is related to the determination of the RPFR of aqueous species. Interaction of the solute species with water molecules as well as the electrostatic polarization of the solvent are expected to modify their structural, vibrational and isotopic fractionation properties with respect to those determined in vacuum. These effects can be taken into account by polarizable continuum models or by explicitly modeling the solvation shells, either using finite-size clusters or periodic models. An explicit treatment of solvation by water molecules is recommended to model the properties of aqueous molecular species (Liu and Tossell, 2005; Rustad et al., 2008) for which hydrogen bond sharing with the solvent molecules is expected to play an important role.

In a theoretical modeling study of boron isotopic fractionation in aqueous solutions, Rustad et al. (2010) determined the RPFR of aqueous borate and boric acid on
large 32-water cluster generated from \textit{ab initio} molecular dynamic runs. The harmonic vibrational properties of the clusters were computed using various theoretical approaches, including DFT calculations. In the case of aqueous boron, and at variance with other systems such as Li isotopes, the use of the harmonic approximation is validated by the persistence of the B coordination state during the simulations (Dupuis et al. 2017). It is thus possible to assess solvation effects on the isotopic fractionation properties of boron species by comparing the RPFR values of aqueous clusters to those of isolated species computed at the same theoretical level (1.2244 and 1.1805 at 298 K for isolated boric acid and borate, respectively, using the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set). Assuming a +0.0017 shift of the large aqueous clusters RPFR related to the use of the slightly reduced 6-311++G** basis set (Rustad et al. 2010), the comparison indicates that hydration of boric acid molecules decreases their RPFR by $\sim$4.3 \% at 298 K (Fig. 6). This value does not consider the contributions of two tetrahedral Lewis complexes (B(OH)$_3$.H$_2$O) computed by Rustad et al. (2010). It is close to that inferred by Liu and Tossell (2005) from the analysis of cluster models containing up to 34 water molecules, i.e. $\sim$3.5 \% at the same temperature. A decrease in the RPFR of boric acid between the isolated and aqueous species is also consistent with the lowering of the anti-symmetric B-O stretching frequency experimentally observed between gas-phase and solution (1429 cm$^{-1}$ in vapour, Gilson et al., 1991; 1410 cm$^{-1}$ in aqueous solution, Peak et al., 2003). A weaker but reverse effect of solvation is expected for the borate ions, the hydration increasing their RPFR by $\sim$1.0 \% (Fig. 6). This increase can be ascribed to a frequency blue-shift of B-O-H bending and anti-symmetric B-O stretching modes, as previously noted by Rustad and Bylaska (2007). A blue shift of the symmetric B-O stretching mode in hydrated borate clusters was also reported by Zhou et al. (2013). Incidentally, this suggests that the mode experimentally observed in aqueous solution at
975 cm\(^{-1}\) (e.g. Sanchez-Valle et al., 2005) is actually related to the anti-symmetric stretching of B-O bonds.

The hydration of boron species thus tends to reduce the theoretical fractionation factor between aqueous B(OH\(_3\)) and B(OH\(_4\))\(^-\) by 4 to 5 \(^{\circ}\text{‰}\) with respect to that calculated between isolated species in vacuum. Based on the present analysis, the borate ions in the structure of calcium carbonates appear as heavier than their aqueous counterparts by \(~10\) to 13 \(^{\circ}\text{‰}\) at 300K. The theoretical fractionation factor between aqueous boric acid and the two trigonal boron species in calcite is \(~-14.5\) \(^{\circ}\text{‰}\). For aragonite, the theoretical fractionation between boric acid and trigonal species is smaller (average value of \(~-10.5\) \(^{\circ}\text{‰}\) for the two BO\(_2\)(OH\(^2\))\(^-\) and \(~-7\) \(^{\circ}\text{‰}\) for the BO\(_3\)\(^3\) species).

Compared with isotopic fractionation involving small molecules or crystalline solids, the determination of isotopic fractionation properties in aqueous solution is also affected by the slowly converging character of thermodynamic quantities as a function of the system size and simulation length (e.g. Blanchard et al., 2017). The uncertainty related to the limited sampling of the configuration space could therefore be more significant when considering aqueous species (Kowalski et al., 2013) but should be minimized by an appropriate statistical sampling. The standard errors on the RPFR of aqueous borate and boric acid resulting from the average of 8 configurations by Rustad et al. (2010) is typically smaller than 0.5 \(^{\circ}\text{‰}\). It is noteworthy that Liu and Tossell (2005) suggest that solvation could instead decrease the RPFR of the borate ions with respect to the isolated one by 3.7 \(^{\circ}\text{‰}\) at 300K. In this case, the B isotopic fractionation of borate between the aqueous solution and the heavier solid phase should increase with respect to that involving isolated borate in vacuum (Fig. 2). Thus, although some uncertainty may affect the quantitative prediction of the solvation effect, this uncertainty should not exceed a few per mil and should not modify the qualitative picture inferred from the
theoretical fractionation factors calculated between solids and isolated species in vacuum.

4.3 Implications for the incorporation mechanism of boron in carbonates

As discussed in the preceding parts, the numerous approximations involved in the calculation of isotopic fractionation factors between solids and solutions prevent a straightforward comparison of the theoretical values with experimental data. As a matter of fact, the RPFR values reported by Rustad et al. (2010) using the PBE functional lead to a theoretical fractionation factor between the two aqueous boron species $\alpha_{34}=1.0318$. Although this value is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of $\alpha_{34}=1.0308$ determined in pure water at $25^\circ$C by Klochko et al. (2006), it is larger than that reported in synthetic seawater or 0.6 N KCl solution ($\alpha_{34}=1.0272/1.025$). More recently, Nir et al. (2015) also reported a fractionation of $26 \pm 1 \%$ for various salinities (0.05 M NaCl; seawater). Even though calculations on aqueous boron clusters containing alkaline and alkaline-earth cations (Liu and Tossell 2005) suggest that their presence could affect the RPFR of aqueous boron species, the theoretical assessment of salinity effects on isotopic fractionation properties is a challenging task. Considering that uncertainties also affect the experimental determination of fractionation factors in solution, a perfect agreement between theory and experiment would most likely be fortuitous. Nonetheless, the theoretical analysis reveals important features of the equilibrium isotopic fractionation properties of boron in carbonates at ambient temperature that can be used to discuss available experimental data. First, the fractionation factors involving structural tetrahedral borates should not differ by more than 3 $\%$ in aragonite and in calcite. Second, a fractionation larger than 5 $\%$ is expected
between structural trigonal and tetrahedral species. Third, a $^{11}$B enrichment of the structural borates reaching 10 ‰ can be expected at equilibrium with respect to the aqueous borate.

Recently, Mavromatis et al. (2015) and Noireaux et al. (2015) conducted experimental studies combining isotopic composition measurements and determination of the solid-state boron speciation on synthetic calcite and aragonite samples grown under low-supersaturation conditions (Table 3). For the aragonite samples, their composition nearly matches that calculated for the aqueous borate ion based on Nir et al. (2015) $\alpha_{34}$ experimental value. The observed isotopic fractionation thus appears as almost nil. In particular, it is significantly smaller than the one expected from the present theoretical modeling (~10 ‰). At this point, several interpretations can be proposed. On the one hand, it could be assumed that isotopic equilibrium has been reached during the slow growth of crystals, which would imply that the theoretical fractionation values are severely overestimated. Considering that the properties of the structural and isolated borate in vacuum have been determined at the same theoretical level and that in both cases similar anharmonic contributions are expected, it turns out that the actual solvation effect on the RPFR of aqueous borate would be much larger than the one inferred in the preceding part (~+1 ‰). Although it is not possible to fully rule out this possibility, the specific reasons for such a theoretical underestimation of the solvation effect are not apparent. On the other hand, the lack of isotopic fractionation between the solid and the solution could indicate an out-of-equilibrium incorporation of boron without noticeable fractionation, e.g. involving a local equilibrium of the solution with an adsorbed borate species displaying a RPFR smaller than that of the structural species modeled here.
In contrast, the calcite samples display a significant enrichment in $^{11}\text{B}$ with respect to aqueous borate that cannot be modeled over the whole range of pH (7.5 - 9) using a single isotopic fractionation factor (Fig. 7). The fractionation factor would be above 8 ‰ at lower pH but would decrease to below 5 ‰ at high pH. It is worth to note that the isotopic composition of the calcite samples smoothly follows the pH variation, whereas the proportion of trigonal boron displays variations from ~15 to ~65 % of total boron from one sample to another (Table 3). Assuming that boric acid and borate are incorporated into the crystal structure with no isotope fractionation, Noireaux et al. (2015) interpreted the experimental observations as related to the incorporation of various proportions of the trigonal and tetragonal aqueous species in the solid phase. However, the proportions matching the isotopic compositions differ from those inferred from NMR measurements.

The sign and the range of magnitude of the fractionation observed between calcite and aqueous borate at low pH (Fig. 7) are roughly consistent with the equilibrium fractionation theoretically inferred between aqueous and tetrahedral borate in calcite. The apparent independence of the experimental fractionation on the solid-state speciation of boron and growth rate (Noireaux et al., 2015) also points to close-to-equilibrium conditions. The relatively fast coordination change of boron species in aqueous solution compared with the slow carbonate growth rates should limit potential kinetic isotopic fractionation (Zeebe et al., 2001). However, the lack of correlation between the NMR-determined fraction of trigonal and tetrahedral boron and the observed isotopic composition of calcite (Fig. 7) questions a model in which both the trigonal and tetrahedral boron species would be in isotopic equilibrium with the solution considering that a fractionation factor of ~5.6 ‰ is theoretically expected between the two species (Fig. 2). Thus, the present theoretical results could sustain a
model in which the isotopic composition of calcite is acquired through equilibrium of adsorbed borate ions with the aqueous solution, followed by a partial coordination change of tetrahedral to trigonal species in which boron does not isotopically re-equilibrate with the solution, as initially proposed by Hemming and Hanson (1992). We note that Kaczmarek et al. (2016) reported a significantly smaller isotopic fractionation between aqueous and incorporated borate ions in calcite samples synthesized at higher ionic strength, 0.75 M vs. 0.1 M NaCl for Noireaux et al. (2015). The different synthesis conditions could favor an out-of-equilibrium entrapment of boron in the solid phase similar to that observed in aragonite.

5. CONCLUSION

In the present work, the theoretical equilibrium isotopic fractionation properties of major structural boron species in calcite and aragonite have been determined. For both crystalline hosts, the tetrahedral species display RPFRs significantly higher than that determined for isolated borate ion in vacuum. Although borate hydration increases its RPFR by ~1 ‰, structural borates are still enriched by more than 10 ‰ with respect to their aqueous counterparts at ambient temperature, indicating that isotopic fractionation during borate incorporation in carbonates cannot be a priori neglected. Compared with structural borate, higher RPFRs are computed for trigonal species, with the highest values in aragonite. The present results also confirm that the boron isotopic composition in solids can be affected by variations in the medium-range environment of the B impurity, i.e. farther than the first coordination shell, and should not be interpreted solely in the light of trigonal to tetragonal boron ratio. They further
document the importance to take into account the site-specific properties of trace molecular species in minerals to interpret their isotopic composition (Rustad and Zarzycki, 2008).

Based on these theoretical results, the experimentally determined isotopic composition and NMR speciation of boron in synthetic calcium carbonate samples (Noireaux et al., 2015) suggests that neither boron incorporated in aragonite nor in calcite is in isotopic equilibrium with boron in the aqueous solution. This further suggests that borate adsorption is a key step in the record of aqueous boron isotopic composition by calcium carbonates, as previously proposed by, e.g., Hemming et al. (1998) or Ruiz-Agudo et al. (2012). The structural incorporation of boric acid molecule in crystalline carbonates is unlikely but could occur in more disordered calcium carbonate phases, such as those observed at the crystallization center of aragonitic corals (Rollion-Bard et al., 2011). Beside classical growth mechanisms involving the ion by ion attachment to mineral advancing steps, other pathways may indeed prevail during the formation of carbonates under elevated supersaturation conditions, involving the transient formation of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) phases (Gower 2008; Mavromatis et al. 2017). Although a modeling of such mechanism is out of the scope of the present study, it can be noticed that the Mg isotopic signature of calcite formed via ACC precursors does not reflect that of the precursors, as the transformations occur through dissolution-precipitation mechanisms (Mavromatis et al., 2017). The present theoretical results point to the need of further experimental and theoretical investigations, especially of the mechanisms of boron adsorption at the surface of calcium carbonates – the first step in B incorporation in the crystal structure – and the kinetics of structural and isotopic equilibration of boron co-precipitated with CaCO₃ polymorphs.
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Table 1: Structural parameters of boron species in calcium carbonates and reduced partition function ratios (RPFRs) at 300K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B coordination</th>
<th>species</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>B-O bond length (Å)</th>
<th>β (300K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trigonal</td>
<td>isolated</td>
<td>B(OH)₃</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td>1.2196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calcite</td>
<td>BO₃³⁻</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.388</td>
<td>1.1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BO₂(OH)²⁻</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td>1.1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O(H) 1.491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aragonite</td>
<td>BO₃³⁻</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>1.2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.383 (x2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BO₂(OH)²⁻</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>1.343</td>
<td>1.2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O(H) 1.472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BO₂(OH)²⁻</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>1.347</td>
<td>1.2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O(H) 1.472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetragonal</td>
<td>isolated</td>
<td>B(OH)₄</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>1.1741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calcite</td>
<td>B(OH)₄⁻</td>
<td></td>
<td>O1 1.438</td>
<td>1.1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O3 1.477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O4 1.489</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O2 1.510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aragonite</td>
<td>B(OH)₄⁻</td>
<td></td>
<td>O2 1.455</td>
<td>1.1871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O1 1.476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O3 1.497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O4 1.497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Theoretical reduced partition function ratio ($1000 \ln(\beta)$) and equilibrium fractionation factor between boric acid and borate ion ($\alpha_{34}$) at 300K for isolated species using different GGA functionals (PBE, BLYP) and basis sets (plane-waves, localized functions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PBE PW (This work)</th>
<th>PBE (6-311++G(2d,2p))</th>
<th>BLYP PW (6-311+G(d,p))</th>
<th>BLYP (6-311+G(d,p))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{B(OH)}_3$</td>
<td>198.5</td>
<td>200.3</td>
<td>191.7</td>
<td>194.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{B(OH)}_4^-$</td>
<td>160.5</td>
<td>164.1</td>
<td>154.7</td>
<td>157.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{34}$</td>
<td>1.0387</td>
<td>1.0369</td>
<td>1.0377</td>
<td>1.0380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Experimental parameters of the synthetic samples investigated by Mavromatis et al. (2015) and Noireaux et al. (2015). B4: tetrahedral boron; B3: trigonal boron

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>% B4 solid</th>
<th>$\delta^{11}$B solid</th>
<th>% B4 solution</th>
<th>$\delta^{11}$B B4 sol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>calcite</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>35 (±20)</td>
<td>-16.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>85 (±10)</td>
<td>-16.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>40 (±10)</td>
<td>-14.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>40 (±15)</td>
<td>-13.1</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>77 (±20)</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aragonite</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>85 (±5)</td>
<td>-24.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>87 (±5)</td>
<td>-14.7</td>
<td>45.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions:

Figure 1: Theoretical frequency variations induced by the $^{11}$B for $^{10}$B isotopic substitution of vibrational modes reported as a function of the frequencies computed for the $^{10}$B systems. (A) Isolated species in vacuum: B(OH)$_4^-$ (black), B(OH)$_3^-$ (red); (B) Trigonal structural species in calcite: BO$_3^{3-}$ (light blue), BO$_2$(OH)$^2^-$ (green); (C) Tetragonal structural species B(OH)$_4^-$ in aragonite (purple) and calcite (orange); (D) Trigonal structural species in aragonite: BO$_3^{3-}$ (light blue), BO$_2$(OH)$^2^-$ (model A: green, model B: light green).

Figure 2: Theoretical reduced partition function ratios as a function of temperature. Same colors as in Figure 1. Selected fractionation coefficients between boron species at 300K are indicated in ‰ units.

Figure 3: Logarithmic plot of the theoretical reduced partition function ratios as a function of average B-O bond distance d(B-O) in Å.

Figure 4: Structural models of B(OH)$_4^-$ in calcium carbonates. The Ca atoms potentially substituted by Na atoms to ensure a local charge compensation are numbered from 1 to 6 for each model. The dotted lines indicate the H-bonding of OH groups with nearby oxygen atoms. Green: boron, red: oxygen, black: hydrogen, blue: calcium.

Figure 5: Comparison of the theoretical reduced partition function ratios of structural B(OH)$_4^-$ computed with various charge compensation strategies: homogeneous electrostatic background (dotted lines) or local Na$^+$ for Ca$^{2+}$ substitution (plain lines).
The corresponding substitution sites (Fig. 4) are indicated on the right, and the same colours as in Figures 1 and 2 are used here.

Figure 6: Comparison of the theoretical reduced partition function ratios of isolated B(OH)$_4^-$ (black line) and B(OH)$_3$ (red line) species with corresponding aqueous values (green circles) based on data from Rustad et al. (2010). For aqueous boric acid, the used value does not include contributions from tetrahedral Lewis complexes (B(OH)$_3$.H$_2$O).

Figure 7: Isotopic composition of the calcite samples precipitated by Noireaux et al. (2015) (black diamonds) and aqueous borate composition (open squares) determined using $\alpha_{34}$=1.026 and PHREEQC calculations (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013). The NMR-determined fraction of trigonal boron is indicated near the experimental points.
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